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eduMETA is a team of MBA, PhD., & IIT graduates, who wants to bring the positive change in education, with the aim of 
more better and affordable education everywhere with easy accessibility for all. For more than a decade we are central 
India’s best and biggest brand in training children for higher education. We are also among the schools that started 
technology enabled learning in small towns of country 12 years back. Started by opening our first school in 2004 and, since 
that time, we have again founded few schools across Rajasthan & Madhya Pradesh. In partnership with our educators, our 
technology and academic design teams have created a platform to personalize learning and innovated school learning for 
small children. eduMETA currently runs a network of morning pre-schools, that we call intelligent-schools & evening 
programs for pre-kindergarten through 7th grade students. Our good research & content team of PhD., MBA & IITians 
continuously monitor and upgrade the content as per the current need of children. 

OUR
VISION 

OUR
MISSION

OUR
VALUES

Be part of eduMETA THE i-SCHOOL, 
an Intelligent School for your Child

Our vision is to become Most Innovative, Transparent, Supportive & Easy To Start Play School which can 
help educators and parents to give better and affordable education to budding children.

OUR MISSION IS TO ENABLE ALL CHILDREN TO REACH THEIR POTENTIAL WITH HAPPINESS.
Let the children explore their own way. When they do what they like, they do that, by doing they love. Initial 
age the role of educator is just a care taker, who takes care of children and takes care of their feelings of 
happiness.

Students thrive when they understand how and why they learn. By voluntarily setting high standards for 
social contribution, responsibility and accountability to a greater good.

Mission:

Our Values:



Introduction

Dear Readers We heartily welcome you to experience the joy, the wonder, the 
enthusiasm and the confidence that our eduMIANS go through.  We present to 
you, an insight into their school time, as they immerse themselves, into the 
numerous learning activities, that are specifically designed to been joyable and 
fruitful for them. Also highlighting the events and achievement's of eduMETA .

INTRODUCTION
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Summer Camp

eduMETA THE i- SCHOOL ,India’s most trusted brand, has rolled out its annual ‘Summer Camp ’ 
program to engage children in fun-filled activities during the summer break. Every year THE i- 
SCHOOL launches a summer camp  program to assist children in acquiring new habits and forming a 
daily routine during the holidays. The program will help students make new friends, explore new 
hobbies and settle well for the new academic year. The different activities and unique themes were 
conducted for the  children to build reading habits and be more social, adaptive, curious, and open 
towards learning new things. eduMETA Summer Camp  this year offered customised activities for 
different age groups, such as  2 to 4 years, 5 to 8 years and 9 to 12 years.The  group (2 to 4 years) 
includes modules to eliminate screen time and making relationships with positive role models through 
story telling and role play . Dancing on their favourite songs contributed in developing gross motor 
skills . This  group (5  to 8 years) focused on inculcating the love for reading among young learners 
through reading and interactive discussions of stories to foster their communication skills. Handmade 
scientific games were designed to ignite scientific interest among children through various exciting 
experiments packed with amazing crafts to keep them engrossed such as Warli Art , Flower Pot 
Making etc. The group of elder ones ( 9 to 12 years ) was focused completely on Receptive and 
expressive vocabulary through activities . Raising the level of art with lippan art and pot painting for 
the teens to create an enthusiasm . Sports sessions like swimming , skating , chess and badminton were 
conducted with the guidance of professional trainers 

SUMMER CAMP
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First day of school

It’s been an extra special meeting this time, as our little eduMIANS  got  to finally 
meet their friends and the teachers were equally excited to welcome the children back 
to school.We were elated to welcome our students back at our campuses in different 
cities.First day of the school was overwhelming for the kids who may have never 
entered a classroom before and to make this transition to the school memorable many 
fun-filled activities were conducted such as memory games, knowing the names. 
eduMIANS were welcomed with hand made crowns to make them feel special. The 
day was accomplished by leaving hand impressions of our tiny ones.

FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
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SHADOW PUPPET SHOW

Shadow puppet show

Playing around with shadows is great for 
developing gross motor skills and control over 
the body. To move and hold your shadow into 
new shapes also requires a decent amount of 
focus and self control from young kids. This 
invitation to see what your shadow can do also 
opens the door to a whole world of 
imaginative and physical play using a shadow-
the super toy that is always there, as long as the 
sun is shining. eduMETA conducted a " 
Shadow Puppet Show " for three dimensional 
learning with the help of a Jungle story . This 
act resulted into a positive moral development 
in eduMIANS along with learning the 
characters of jungle with the help of shadows 
.Training to conduct a shadow puppet show 
with backdrop decoration of Shadow theme 
was given by Head Office to the Branches .
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Vegetable Day

Hurrah! It’s a Veggie day. Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, all vegetables from the soil bed. 
The tiny tots of eduMETA  had a wonderful vegetable day celebration on 16th June 2023 
. The children were clad with green and different vegetable costumes . Each child brought 
a vegetable of his/her choice. The vegetable day began with a wonderful assembly and a 
prayer song to invoke and thank god. The children then recited rhymes on vegetables. 
They spoke well about the importance of vegetables. And then teachers later explained 
them about the uses and importance of Vegetables and where they grow. The children 
also participated in the competition of identifying the different types of vegetables. It was 
a fruitful day for the children indeed to identify the colour and the name of the vegetables 
and how they help to improve their immune system and growth. Thus all of us enjoyed 
the day to the fullest.

VEGETABLE DAY
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Mother’s day

“God could not be everywhere and therefore he made mothers.”- Rudyard KiplingeduMIANS  
celebrated the special occasion of Mother's Day in great enthusiasm.  A mother's selfless love and care 
are pivotal in nurturing a child, and there cannot be a more universal celebration than the one that 
celebrates the accomplishments and efforts of every mother.
Keeping this bond in mind, they celebrated Mother's Day . They showcased their love, respect and 
appreciation for their mothers in different ways. A song is an endearing way to express emotion and the 
tiny tots of Pre school sang the song ' I love you, Mumma!' and crafted cards with their little hands. 
Teacher's also made handmade crowns as an appreciation , which they presented to the  mothers.   The 
teacher made an earnest effort to instil the importance of Mother in a child's life through effective value 
based stories, dramatization and rhymes. Many Branches conducted Fireless cooking and hairstyling 
competition for mothers .                           
All in all, it was an enjoyable and memorable day for each and every child. It is important to recognise 
and appreciate our mothers for all that they do for us. We often take our mothers for granted and forget 
their sacrifices. It is important to not let this love and sacrifice go unsung.

MOTHER’S DAY
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Yoga day

“True yoga is not about the shape of your body, but the shape of your life. Yoga is 
not to be performed; yoga is to be lived.” The art of practicing YOGA helps in 
controlling an individual's mind,body and soul. Yoga helps in all round fitness.On 
account of International Yoga Day celebrated on the 21st of June every year ,the 
eduMIANS  participated in the Yoga week celebration The kids were trained to do 
Yoga by trainers and teachers .The session began with a few free hand exercises 
like head rotation, wrist and hand rotation, side forward and backward bending etc. 
The exercises were then followed by Pranayam (meditation)where the young 
children patiently sat in the correct posture with their eyes closed ,chanting OM. 
The teachers then encouraged the students to actively perform the various Yoga 
aasanas like Taar-aasan, Padmaasan, Vajraasan, Parvatasan, Shashankasan and the 
Butterfly aasan ete.The happy and content faces of the children clearly showed that 
they were full of zeal and enjoyed the session thoroughly. They looked forward to a 
similar fun-filled session in the days coming ahead.

YOGA DAY
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Daddy’s Little Models Contest

A father's guiding hand, his gentle nudge, his strong 
exterior with a tender interior, his loving gaze and wise 
words, his playfulness and relentless support make him 
our hero for life. This Father’s Day, the little eduMIANS 
made car hangings, photo frames, pen stands, wallets and 
mobile holders with abundant love and affection for the 
hero of their lives.
eduMETA THE i SCHOOL organized an Online 
Contest " Daddy's Little Models " wherein fathers  from 
pan India Branches forwarded the photographs with their 
kids and enrolled themselves in two of the most 
interesting categories - " Twinning with their Kids " and " 
Portraying a Social Message ". Winners and runners up 
were announced along with the lucky draw winners and 
the prizes were distributed .
Mesmerizing pictures of " Father and kid Duo " made this 
father's day a special and a memorable one for all of us .

Daddy’s Little Models Contest

Father’s Day
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625+ Presence 
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I encourage you to read through the important information and achievements  by 
eduMETA.
We are living in a rapidly changing society. This requires an ever evolving 
education to meet the challenges. Parents and  Teachers have  a major role in 
facilitating this change and helping our children in developing the 21st century 
skills.
We, at eduMETA, have designed an education system which gives our eduMIANS 
the scope for thinking and nourishing their creativity. Let  us work together and 
help our children develop to their fullest potential and prepare each one to 
integrate with the society.
This newsletter depicts the hard work of ourTeam and visualizes the 
fundamental  growth of eduMIANS.

Mr. Nayan Sharma 
CEO
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